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Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – Likelihood of confusion - whether the Application Mark is similar 

to an earlier trade mark and is to be registered for goods or services identical with or similar to those for which 

the earlier trade mark is protected - Section 8(2)(b) of the Trade Marks Act (Cap. 332) 1999 Rev. Ed. 

 

Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – whether the Application Mark is similar to an earlier trade mark 

which is well known in Singapore and is to be registered for goods or services not similar to those for which the 

earlier trade mark is protected – whether the use of the Application Mark on such goods or services would indicate 

a connection between them and the proprietor of the earlier mark – whether there is a likelihood of confusion - 

whether the interests of the proprietor of the earlier trade mark are likely to be damaged - Section 8(3) of the Trade 

Marks Act (Cap. 332) 1999 Rev. Ed. 

 

Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – whether the Applicant’s use of the Application Mark would constitute 

passing off - Section 8(7)(a) of the Trade Marks Act (Cap. 332) 1999 Rev. Ed.  

 

Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – whether the application to register is made in bad faith – Section 7(6) 

of the Trade Marks Act (Cap. 332) 1999 Rev. Ed. 

 

Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – Distinctiveness – whether the Application Mark satisfies the 

definition of a trade mark under Section 2(1) and the requirements under Sections 7(1)   of the Trade Marks Act 

(Cap. 332) 1999 Rev. Ed. 

 

On 18 December 2003, the Applicants filed their trade mark application (T03/20621F) for the mark “Emilio 

Valentino & Device” in respect of leather goods in Class 18. The Opponents and their associated companies, who 

have four registrations in Class 18 (T96/11520H, T99/04403D, T00/21726H and T89/07702I) as well as other 

marks in other classes, opposed the application on 5 grounds. The Opponents contended that (i) there exists a 

likelihood of confusion on the part of the public because the Application Mark is confusingly similar to  their 

marks under Section 8(2)(b); (ii) that their marks are well known marks in Singapore and registration of the 

Application Mark would be contrary to Section 8(3); (iii) that the Application Mark was objectionable under the 

law of passing off (Section 8(7)a); (iv) that the application was made in bad faith and contrary to Section 7(6); 

and (v) that the Application Mark was not distinctive under Section 7(1). 

The Opponents’ Valentino Marks have been applied for, registered and used worldwide on a wide variety of goods 

and services in the fashion industry. The Opponents also argued that the Valentino Marks have been continuously 

and extensively used in Singapore since 1980 and worldwide since 1961. The Opponents filed their annual sales 

turnover in Singapore for the years 1990 to 1997, as well as for the period of September 2001 to March 2006. No 

sales figures were submitted for the years 1997 to September 2001. The Opponents also filed their annual 

advertising and promotional expenditure in Singapore and worldwide for the years 1990 to September 1994 and 

for the period of January 2001 to March 2006. 

The Opponents argued that the application was made in bad faith, as prior applications for marks identical to the 

Application Mark had been made by a Hor Soon Hong (HSH), the sole proprietor of Impressions (Int’l) Import 

and Export (“Impressions”); and as HSH had claimed, in an affidavit filed at the High Court to quash a search 

warrant which had been successfully applied for against Impressions by the Opponents, that he (HSH) is the 

common law proprietor of the Emilio Valentino marks in Singapore.  

The Applicants disputed that the Opponents had continuously used their marks in Singapore since the date of first 

use and submitted a Straits Times article which described how Valentino left Singapore in 1997 and returned in 

2001. The Applicants argued that their goods have been traded under the Application Mark since 1999, furnishing 

advertising evidence and Singapore sales figures for the years 2001 to 2005.  



Held, allowing the Application Mark to proceed to registration: 

1. The Opponents raised further particulars relating to bad faith in their first Statutory Declaration. On this 

preliminary issue of whether bad faith had been properly pleaded, as the Opponents had pleaded Section 

7(6) in their Notice of Opposition, and as the Applicants had responded to the further particulars in their 

evidence, there is no prejudice and the further particulars of bad faith are allowed to be argued in this 

opposition. 

2. The Registrar compared the Opponents’ marks T99/04403D and T00/21726H comprising the letter V 

with the endless belt device and the word Valentino below it, with the Application Mark, as these were 

the two marks closest to the Application Mark. Comparing the marks as wholes, no visual similarity was 

found. While the Application Mark also contained the word Valentino, it also comprised a different V 

device and an additional word Emilio, and a line separating the device and the words. The marks 

were found to be aurally distinct as the emphasis will be at the beginning of the marks when they are 

pronounced. The Applicants’ goods were found to be similar to the goods in T89/07702I. The Registrar 

found that various traders in the fashion industry use the word Valentino and the word “Valentino” is not 

distinctive solely of the Opponents. The Registrar found that the use of the mark “Emilio 

Valentino” which sounds Italian, would not imply that there is a connection between the Opponents and 

the Applicants, or that the Application Mark is a variant of the Valentino Marks, as there were many 

Valentino marks on the Trade Marks Register in class 18 in the names of different proprietors. The 

channels of distribution, the prices and the target markets of the Opponents’ and Applicants’ goods 

are different. The Registrar found that that there was no likelihood of confusion among a substantial 

number of average consumers if the Application Mark is registered. The opposition under Section 8(2)(b) 

therefore failed. 

3. To establish that their Valentino Marks are well known, the Opponents ought to show a continuous 

presence in Singapore via sales or advertising and promotion. Even if there was a break in the business 

presence, if the Opponents were able to show that their Valentino Marks remained well known via 

continuous advertisement and promotion, the Registrar would have taken this into account. In this case, 

the Opponents stopped advertising and promotions for 7 years. The Opponents have not made out their 

case that the Valentino Marks were well known in Singapore. The opposition under Section 8(3) 

therefore failed. 

4. Even if the Registrar was persuaded that the Opponents enjoyed goodwill in their business under the 

Valentino Marks, she was not persuaded that there would be misrepresentation because the 

Opponents’ reputation/goodwill is in the retail of clothing and this application is for leather goods. There 

would also be no damage as there is no misrepresentation.  The Opponents have not made out a case for 

passing off.  The opposition under Section 8(7)(a) therefore failed. 

5. The mere incorporation of the word “Valentino” in the Application Mark does not lead to an inference 

that the application was made in bad faith. The fact that the Applicants are a Californian registered 

company which has allowed HSH/Impressions to manufacture its goods in China and market the goods 

with the word Italy, under a mark which is “Italian sounding”, cannot lead to an inference of bad faith. 

The statements in the affidavit that was tendered in the High Court, that HSH was the proprietor of the 

Emilio Valentino mark in Singapore, must be considered in the context of the affidavit and 

the application to quash the search warrants. The affidavit filed by HSH in another proceeding is 

insufficient evidence to establish that the Applicants are not the owners of the Application Mark. By the 

date of the hearing of the opposition, there was no other person (HSH/Impressions) claiming to be the 

proprietor of the mark Emilio Valentino.  The Registrar was satisfied that the Applicants are the owners 

of the Application Mark in Singapore. The opposition under Section 7(6) therefore failed. 

6. The Application Mark is inherently distinctive under Section 7(1)(b) and therefore satisfies the definition 

of a trade mark under Section 2(1). The Registrar also found the Application Mark to be capable of 

distinguishing the Applicants’ goods from the Opponents’ goods. The opposition under Section 7(1) 

therefore failed. 
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